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DITOR’S FOREWORD

Welcome to the 10th issue of the Scientific Malaysian
magazine! What an exciting journey it has been! From a
small team of three bright-eyed but determined scientists
for our first ever issue back in October 2011, almost four
years on and now we are a healthy team of 12 people
passionate about sharing science and its wonders. We have
been through many changes in these four years, but our
core mission remained the same: to promote the public’s
understanding of and engagement with science. I might be
naïve in thinking the answer to many of the conundrums plaguing
our nation is a higher scientific literacy rate among our fellow countrymen and
women, but I suspect I am not alone. This magazine is our voice to reach you, dear
readers, and an open invitation to embark on this journey with us.
To kick off this special issue we have Wong Chin Pin, who is studying towards a PhD
in mathematics in the University of Oxford, tell us 10 fascinating things about the
number 10. Did we really use the base-10 system because we have 10 fingers? Read
her highly engaging article to find out (pg. 8). Next we have Mamduh Zabidi discuss
his thoughts on ways to advance scientific progress in Malaysia (pg. 11) Contemplating
doing a PhD? Then you have to read Dr. Alicia Izharuddin’s article on the career
prospects of a PhD graduate and what a career in research entails (pg. 15).
Readers interested in the field of genetics should check out Dr. Ang Khai Chung’s
piece on his experience investigating the genetic basis of the variation in skin colour
of Orang Asli in Malaysia (pg. 21). In this issue of her ‘Life as a Scientist’ column,
Hwong Yi Ling unveils the top five myths of research at CERN and explains why
they are not true (pg. 25). Our very own team member Azilleo Kristo Mozihim
reported from the Science@Malaysia conference in the University of Oxford which
was co-organised by the Oxford University Malaysia Club and Scientific Malaysian
(pg. 27).
We have two interviews featuring two respectable scientists in this issue: Part II of
the interview with Dr. Lim Boo Liat, a prominent zoologist in Malaysia (pg. 30)
and Professor Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahman A. Jamal, who is the Director of UKM
Medical Molecular Biology Institute (UMBI) at the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
(pg. 34). To wrap up this special issue, we have a heartfelt and honest piece from
Dr. Koay Jun Yi. He writes about his struggles, yearnings and musings as a research
scientist and has an important message to all Malaysian scientists (pg. 42).
Again, we sincerely thank you all for your love and support, and for believing in us
all this while. We mean it when we say we could not have done this without you. We
would love to hear your thoughts on how we could do better for future issues so do
get in touch. Have a joyful read!
Hwong Yi Ling
Editor-in-Chief
yilinghwong@scientificmalaysian.com
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CONFERENCES
Upcoming conferences and symposia in Malaysia

Putra Mosque (or Masjid Putra) is the principal mosque in Putrajaya, the federal administrative centre of Malaysia. It was named after
Malaysia’s first Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra Al Haj. Built in 1997, the Putra Mosque contains a characteristic pink dome
constructed with rose-tinted granite, and is able to accommodate 15,000 worshippers at a time. The mosque is located next to the
man-made Putrajaya Lake, serving as one of Putrajaya’s frequently-visited landmarks and considered as one of the most
impressive mosques in the region. Photo credit: Khawaja Umer Farooq© https://kufarooq3blog.wordpress.com/
MAY 2015
The 4th International Conference on Computer Science and Computational Mathematics
7th – 8th May 2015, Langkawi. http://www.iccscm.com/cms
Healthcare Week Asia 2015
11th – 14th May 2015, Kuala Lumpur. http://www.healthcareweekasia.com/Default.aspx
International Conference on Biodiversity and Conservation 2015 (ICBC 2015)
26th – 28th May 2015, Tanjong Malim, Perak. http://icbc2015.upsi.edu.my
International Conference on BioSignal Analysis, Processing and System (ICBAPS 2015)
26th – 28th May 2015, Grand Seasons Hotel, Kuala Lumpur. http://razakschool.utm.my/icbaps2015
International Conference on Smart Sensors and Application (ICSSA 2015)
26th – 28th May 2015, Grand Seasons Hotel, Kuala Lumpur. http://razakschool.utm.my/icssa2015
JUNE 2015
International Workshop on Computed Tomography & Imaging Technology
1st – 2nd June 2015, Putra Brasmana Hotel, Kuala Perlis. http://www.iwmyct2015.com
International Conference on Antioxidants and Degenerative Diseases (ICADD)
3rd – 4th June 2015, Hotel Istana, Kuala Lumpur. http://icadd.org.my
24th Asian & Oceanic Congress of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (AOCOG 2015)
3rd – 6th June 2015, Borneo Convention Centre Kuching, Sarawak. http://aocog2015.com/index.php
Malaysia Polymer International Conference 2015
10th – 11th June 2015, Palm Garden Hotel, Putrajaya. http://www.ukm.my/mpic
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N
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The Khoo Kongsi is a clan temple located in George Town,
Penang, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. It was founded
in the mid 19th century by
the Leong San Tong (Dragon
Mountain Hall) clan from the
Xiangcheng clan village in
Hokkien Province, China, as a
clanhouse and gathering place
for the Khoo family members
to worship their ancestors.
The temple displays intricate
design lined with ceramic
sculptures at the roof ridges,
and it stands on a square of
granite with stone carvings.
The Khoo Kongsi is a major
tourist attraction in Penang
and touted as one of the finest
temples in the nation. Photo
credit: Kenneth Ng/Flickr

JULY 2015
International Conference on Advances in Civil and Environmental Engineering (ACEE) 2015
28th – 30th July 2015, G Hotel Penang. http://icacee.com/v1/index.php/en
AUGUST 2015
5th International Conference on Recent Advances in Materials, Minerals & Environment (RAMM)
& 2nd International Postgraduate Conference on Materials, Mineral and Polymer (MAMIP)
4th – 6th August 2015, Vistana Hotel, Penang. More info: http://ramm-mamip2015.com
The 5th International Conference for Young Chemists (ICYC2015),
5th – 7th August, 2015, Penang. http://icyc2015.com.my/
2015 International Conference on Space Science and Communication (IconSpace)
10th – 12th August 2015, Langkawi Lagoon Resort, Langkawi. http://www.ieeemy.org/iconspace2015
5th International Conference on Advancement in Science and Technology (iCAST 2015)
10th – 12th August 2015, Impiana Resort Cherating, Pahang. http://www.iium.edu.my/icast
25th Malaysian Society of Plant Physiology Conference
18th – 20th August 2015, Sunway Lost World Hotel, Perak. http://mspp.org.my/html/news.htm
International Anatomical and Biomedical Scientific Conference (IABS) 2015
18th – 20th August 2015, University Putra Malaysia. http://iabs2015.maa.net.my
International Conference on Environmental Forensics 2015
19th – 20th August 2015, Marriott Hotel, Putrajaya. http://www.ienforce.upm.edu.my
2015 International Conference on Clean Water, Air & Soil
25th – 28th August 2015, Sunway Lagoon, Petaling Jaya. http://www.cleanwas.aconf.org/en-us/index.html
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S P E C I A L F E AT U R E

ISSUE 10 SPECIAL FEATURE:

THOUGHTS FROM THE MAGAZINE TEAM
The publication of all ten issues of the Scientific Malaysian (SciMy) magazine would not have been

possible without the tremendous efforts and dedication by the magazine team. In this special feature,
we asked our team members to share their experiences of being part of the magazine team.
This 10th issue
symbolises that
if we bring
together a
team of passionate people
with similar
aspirations for our
country, we can achieve
what others consider the impossible.
The support that we have received from
our readers over the past 3 years, further
strengthens our belief and worthiness
in our efforts. We are now more committed than ever to continue educating the general public in science via our
magazine, with the help of our growing
network of Malaysian scientists globally.
This journey with Scientific Malaysian
has truly opened my eyes to the power of
unity, passion and patriotism, in addition
to the genuine friendships that I have
built up along the way. I hope that other
Malaysians will join us too in this journey
towards a better and scientifically educated Malaysia.- Andrew Chan

To me, the publication of the
10th issue represents a large
milestone in the
effort of individuals who believe
in the improvement
of the scientific culture in
Malaysia. Additionally, it foreshadows
the continuation of this effort for many
years to come. I have learned a great deal
by being part of Scientific Malaysian,
particularly learning the ways of working
in a team and being part of something
greater than myself. I hope to continue
to work with Scientific Malaysian as one
of news editors and use the opportunity
to improve myself to greater heights.
- Azilleo Kristo Mozihim

When a friend
approached me
with the idea
for Scientific
Malaysian, I
was intrigued
and excited to
see what it could
become. With a lot of
hard work and a very dedicated team, we
have reached our 10th issue! We have
been privileged to be able to peek into
some of the great minds in our scientific community and share their thoughts
with our readers. This in turn provides
us with the opportunity to connect with
one another in this ever-growing community of scientific professionals. With
this, I hope that we will continue sharing
and connecting Malaysia’s finest minds
through our magazine for any more
issues to come. - Beatrice Chin Hui Tze

It is crucial to
have a platform
where scientists
can connect
and communicate directly.
No w, t h a n k s
to
Scientific
Malaysian, we can enjoy
discussing science with other scientists
and get in touch with someone working
or studying outside Malaysia. The Issue
10 that you hold today marks a significant milestone to me and our team in
continuing our efforts to connect scientists from all around the world. I am fortunate to be part of an energetic team
and feel honoured to work with so many
outstanding personalities. I have learned
a lot being part of the publicity team. I
look forward to our future as we continue
to strive for excellence in all that we do.
- Boon Chin Tan

It was one of the
best decisions I
have ever made
when I decided
to join SciMy
Editorial Board
two years ago. I
get to work with
a bunch of extremely
passionate, knowledgeable and generous team members. I have learned so
much from them in terms of technical
skills, language (yes, English!) and the
right ethics in producing a high quality
online magazine even though we were
working on a voluntary basis. On a professional level, I had a chance to collaborate with a researcher whom I got to
know via SciMy. May SciMy continue
to grow from strength to strength as it
celebrates its 10th Issue! - Hooi Ling Lee

As a contributing
writer and editor,
I see SciMy
from two different viewpoints. Firstly,
as a writer I’ve
gained immense
satisfaction in having
my articles widely read. I feel that the
initiative to publish the magazine and
the research and current events it covers
reveals a deep commitment and desire
for progress in Malaysia’s science community. As an editor, Issue 10 signifies
a wonderful milestone marking the end
of our babysteps and heralding SciMy’s
Coming of Age. With your help, dear
readers, we’ll continue supporting the
future of science communication and
research in Malaysia. So do read on, and
show your love with comments and suggestions! - Juliana Ariffin

S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N
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Wo r k i n g o n
the Scientific
Malaysian
(SciMy) initiative for nearly
4 years has
really opened my
eyes on the seemingly endless possibilities of scientific journalism in Malaysia.
There has been a constant flow of article
contributors, interviews with academicians or industrial players, volunteers
who wish to join the team and several
others who have offered a helping hand
that have sustained SciMy’s operations
till now, all achieved through voluntary
efforts without any financial support
from private contributors nor taxpayers’
funding. The initiative is here to stay for
as long as possible, and we will continue
to improve both the quantity and quality
of our magazine as well as working on
various collaborative projects with the
government, industrial companies and
international agencies to help propel
Malaysia into one of the key scientific
hubs in Asia. - Wong Kah Keng

Since the first
issue, Scientific
Malaysian
has been providing a very
good avenue
for Malaysian
scientific researchers across the world to
share current research information. I
joined the editorial team before Issue 9
and I was impressed by the team work
and professionalism of the Scientific
Malaysian team. Issue 10 marks a new
milestone for Scientific Malaysian. With
the great efforts being put in by the team,
I strongly believe Issue 10 will be one of
the best issues of Scientific Malaysian, if
not the best. - Khai Ern Lee

Before this, I have
been involved
in dozens of
design work
related to
the corporate
world, but my
current role within
the Scientific Malaysian
magazine team as one of the illustrators/magazine designers has provided
me with an exciting new experience of
working in the scientific publication field.
I hope that my work in the magazine will
help our readers (especially the general
public) get a better understanding of the
scientific articles and at the same time,
improve my ability to express my interest
in science through illustrations. - Mohd.
Arshad

To
produce
Scientific
Malaysian
(S ciMy)
Magazine
(with a zero
budget to date),
we keep abreast
with scientific literature and developments, check facts and
consult with experts, liaise with authors
and media partners, organising tasks
among team members located on different continents, create original illustrations to convey scientific concepts,
and the list goes on. All in the name of
science. Sure, we learned a lot throughout the 10 issues. Above everything else,
SciMy embodies unity, which I believe, is
the catalyst for the betterment of society.
Bak kata pepatah, “Bersatu teguh, bercerai
roboh”. With your support, I hope that
Malaysian science could achieve greater
heights! - Valerie Soo

When Andrew
approached
me four years
ago to write
an article for
the Scientific
Malaysia magazine, little did I
know I would end up
where I am now. One article turned
into a column, and eventually I became
part of the vibrant SciMy team whom I
now affectionately refer to as my ‘online
family’. I thought long and hard about
what is the biggest thing I gained from
this whole whirlwind journey, and I think
it is the connections I have made through
Scientific Malaysian. Connections not
only in the sense of ‘networking’, but
also genuine, human connections with
people who love the same thing as you
do. I am humbled and extremely proud
of our achievement pulling off 10 issues,
all through sheer determination and the
spirit of volunteerism, and I can’t wait
for what this journey has in store for me!
- Yi Ling Hwong

This is my 5th
issue
with
Scientific
Malaysian - I
joined the team
r ight before
Issue 6. During
my participation in
the magazine production,
I have improved my ability to express
science through illustrations. Beginning
from Issue 8, Scientific Malaysian started
to express science in infographics which
are eye-catching and easy to understand.
I am honoured to have the opportunity
to contribute my first infographic to the
magazine. I hope my illustrations not
only can entertain the readers but also
help them better connect to the articles.
- Yink Heay Kong

Background Photo: Nastia/Flickr
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10 Things
About 10
by Chin Pin Wong

To celebrate the 10th issue of the Scientific Malaysian Magazine, I was
invited to write an article about the number 10 in view of my mathematical
background. Unfortunately, I must confess that the number 10 rarely ever
pops up in the mathematics I do. Thanks to this invitation, however, I have
learnt that there is a lot to be discovered by following the trail of the
number 10, even if the results are sometimes unexpected.
Illustration: Tom Brown/Flickr

1

2

The base 10 system that most modern societies
use is known as the Hindu-Arabic system. A
popular but much debated claim is that the
system originates from the fact that we have
10 fingers [1]. It is generally agreed that the
main advantage of using this base is that we
are accustomed to using it. In some cases,
it turns out to be more useful to use other
bases. For example, in mathematics, base e
(Euler’s number) often occurs, while computer
systems use binary numbers i.e., base 2.
Fun Fact: The Mayan civilisation is known
to have used a base 20 system while the
Babylonians used a base 60 system (see
reference [2]) for more details).
The number 10 is an even number.
Fun Fact: Humans subconsciously assign
genders to numbers. People see even numbers
as feminine while odd numbers are seen as
masculine. Two psychologists at Northwestern
University, Galen Bodenhausen and James
Wilkie, conducted a series of experiments and
found that foreign names and faces of babies
tagged with an odd number were more likely
to be classified as masculine while those tagged
with an even number were more likely to be
classified as feminine. For more details, see
reference [3].

S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N

10 is the sum of the first 3 prime numbers.
A prime number is a positive integer
greater than 1 that has no positive integer
divisors other than 1 and itself. Examples
of primes are 2, 17, 541 and 179,424,673.
Prime numbers are an important area of
research in mathematics. One of the most
important results related to prime numbers
is the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic
which states that every positive integer can
be uniquely written as a product of primes.
Fun Fact: This unique factorisation of
primes plays an important role in public key
cryptography which is the basis of computer
security. One of the main reasons why we use
this for encryption is because it is incredibly
difficult to find the prime factorisation of very
large numbers, even with the aid of computers.
For more details, see reference [4].
10 is the 4th triangular number. Triangular
numbers are numbers that can be represented
as a triangle of discrete points as below:

3

4

9
Generally, we study n-gon numbers, for
example square numbers and pentagonal
numbers. Fun Fact: Fermat’s Polygonal
Number Theorem states that any positive
integer is a sum of at most 3 triangular
numbers, 4 square numbers, 5 pentagonal
numbers and n n-polygonal numbers [5].

5
6

10 is also a tetrahedral number. The n-th
tetrahedral number is the sum of the first n
triangular numbers. 10 is the 3rd tetrahedral
number as 10 = 1 + 3 + 6. The numbers
correspond to placing discrete points to form
the shape of a tetrahedron just like we did
above for the triangular numbers. Fun Fact:
There are only 5 numbers which are both
triangular and tetrahedral namely 1, 10, 120,
1,540 and 7,140 [6].
th

10 occurs in the 6 row of Pascal’s triangle.
Pascal’s triangle is a number triangle whose
rows consist of the binomial coefficient. The
triangle can be built as the following: Begin
with 1 at the peak and build the following rows
to have one more number than the one above
to form a triangle. Every number (except the
peak) is the sum of the two numbers above
it. The first few rows of Pascal’s triangle are
as below:

The “shallow diagonals” of Pascal’s triangle
sum to Fibonacci numbers
The SI prefix denoting a factor of 10 is deca– or
deka–. Fun Fact: A 10-sided regular polygon,
i.e. a decagon, can be constructed using a
straightedge and compass. Straightedge and
compass problems date from Greek antiquity
and are still of great interest today as they
have links to much deeper mathematics. For a
solution to how one might construct a decagon
using a straightedge and compass, have a look
at the following video https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=KGOp_NBXcUw

7

One can construct a polygon inside a triangle
which has an area that is 1/10th of the area
of the triangle. Take any triangle and divide
each side into 3 equal parts. Connect each
dividing point to the opposite corner using
straight lines. The area of the polygon that
forms from the intersection of these lines in
the centre of the triangle is 1/10th of the area
of the triangle (see figure below):

8

Apart from the binomial numbers, Pascal has
many other interesting patterns e.g., the second
diagonal contains the natural numbers, the
third diagonal contains the triangular numbers
and the fourth the tetrahedral numbers.
The sum of the shallow diagonals (see the
next figure) form the Fibonacci series.
For more interesting patterns which one
can get from Pascal’s triangle, see [7].
Fun fact: Although Pascal’s triangle is named
after Blaise Pascal, a French mathematician
in the 17th century, it had been described 500
years earlier by a Chinese mathematician,
Yanghui [8].
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Fun Fact: This result is known as Marion’s Theorem as it was proven by Marion Walters, a university
professor. There is a generalisation of this result called Morgan’s Theorem which was proven by a high
school student, Ryan Morgan [9].

9

10 can be written as the sum of two squares i.e., 10 = 12 + 32. The question of which integers, n, can
be represented as the sum of two squares is a very classical problem. There are many variants of this
problem: such as the study of the Pythagorean equation, namely the study of which squares, “z2” can
be written as the sum of two squares, i.e. z2 = x2 + y2.
Fun Fact: One of the most well-known problems of this type is Fermat’s Last Theorem, which states
that the equation zn = xn + yn has no integer solutions for n > 2 and x, y, z ≠ 0. Pierre de Fermat was
a well-known French mathematician who scribbled down this theorem in the margin of a book in
the 17th century and claimed that he had found proof but did not write the proof down as well [10].
It took 300 years before anyone found actual proof, and that proof uses many modern mathematical
concepts. You can find the (non-technical) story of Fermat’s Last Theorem in the book Fermat’s Last
Theorem by Simon Singh.

10

Last but not least, the Scientific Malaysian Magazine celebrates its 10th issue here. Let us wish it a
googol (10100) more fantastic issues!
Fun Fact: The search engine Google comes from a misspelling of the word ‘googol’. The founders
were looking for a word which would represent the indexing of huge amounts of data and was
about to use the term ‘googol’ but was misspelt when registering the name of their domain [11].
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by Mamduh Zabidi

or a fairly young nation, we have
already had several impressive
scientific successes: we have sent many
scientific expeditions to the wintry
Antarctica, tracked down and fought the
deadly Nipah virus[1], and even sent an
angkasawan to the outer space. Plus, we
have even managed to clone the thorny
beauty, our beloved D24[2].

Photo: Horacio Lyon / Flickr

These achievements notwithstanding,
there are still much to do to become
a significant contributor of scientific
knowledge at the world stage. As a
developing country, our notable scientific
discoveries are understandably still
limited. To improve the socio-economic
well-being of the people, construction of
Photo: NASA / Flickr
Photo: Nicola Sapiens De Mitri / Flickr
basic infrastructure and nation building
have taken precedence over investing in the advancement of science and technology. Now, as we are trying to
make the leap from a middle-income to a high-income and developed nation, the development of our scientific
capability has become more important than ever; it needs to be at the same trajectory with, and even sustain,
our economic growth. At the same time, science should also transform the way our society thinks.
In this continuation section, I offer my own personal opinions on avenues to improve our incipient Science field.
1) Reduce bureaucracy and paperwork
It goes without saying that red tapes distract scientists
from their real job, which is to make discoveries and
educate the next generation, scientists and nonscientists alike. Formalities and forms should be
reduced to the bare essentials, be it in government
agencies, universities or even in industrial sectors.
We also need to find a system that works efficiently
and stick to it; constantly changing it will only drain
energy, cost and patience.
Other than to become mills for scientific discoveries,
universities (especially public ones) are built to educate.
Academic rules are needed to have some semblance
of structure. But excessive regulation only hampers
real education: little educational value can be gained
from insistence on strict formatting requirements of
a thesis or report, for example. Writing a hefty thesis,
which is unlikely to be read again in the future, is
not always the most worthwhile of effort. Most real
science happens in the lab or in the field; unnecessary
meetings and rhetorics should be limited.
2) Dispose of parochial politics
If not managed properly, competition within the nation
could become ruinously unhealthy, even destructive.
Multiple teams working on the same projects should

be avoided. Rather than regarding each other as sworn
enemies who should be triumphed over, members
from different labs should be treated as colleagues.
Expertise should be shared, so should equipment and
the responsibility of their maintenance.
Among Malaysian corporate entities, it is not unusual
for a company to have single-ethnic make up - a
reflection of how our society is still finding its way
to truly accept each other in entirety. But science is
a team enterprise that demands creative approaches,
which in turn requires a diversity of people with
different ways of thinking. Our unique racial fabric
is a rare resource that can be readily tapped into. We
need to embrace our diversity to give our scientific
endeavors the deepest and broadest talent reservoir to
draw from. Quality talent can be found everywhere,
and different people bloom differently.
We need to work together, and recruit the best people.
A house which is divided against itself cannot stand;
neither can a house of cards.
3) Increase publicity of science
Our local news channels provide too little airtime
for new scientific development, locally and globally.
Monumental events related to science such as the
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announcement of the Nobel Prize, the launching of
international space missions and important laboratory
breakthrough are typically only mentioned in passing,
if at all. Case in point: the completing of the palm
oil genome sequence by our own scientific team on
our home soil - published in Nature recently[3,4]
- was not covered by most Malaysian newspapers.
This reflects the grim reality of the indifference of
our media, and hence, our society towards scientific
development.
Such news need to be creatively packaged into media
pieces which are easily consumable by the general
public. Typical of a developing society, religious and
social polemic would understandably ensue. But
this is a maturing process that is worthwhile for our
society to undergo. Such a phase would unshackle
the society from being immured
in misunderstanding and
incomprehension, and then
hopefully release itself and march
in the right direction.

On the other hand, a different pot of money should be
earmarked to finance high-risk-high-reward endeavors
in basic sciences. Take for example the sequencing of
organisms endemic to our geography, which happens
to be my field of interest. The resulting genome
assemblies could enable the discovery of potentially
unique genetic elements with high commercial value.
Another example is the isolation of compounds
from our flora and microorganisms that could have
therapeutic potential. For obvious reasons, data that
comes from these projects need to be safeguarded for
our national interest. Several labs, including Malaysia
Genome Institute, have already been instituted to
work on this kind of blue-sky ventures.
Central to these two themes are the focus on the
relatively unexplored and colonisable scientific
territories through leveraging
advantages unique to our country,
for example our rich biodiversity,
where there is little competition
from developed countries. This
may mean that we would not
tackle the more ‘sophisticated’
scientific problems or produce
papers of high impact factors.
However, it will help build and
sustain our scientific capacity.

“Science is a team
enterprise that
demands creative
approaches, which
in turn requires a
diversity of people
with different ways
of thinking”

4) Prioritise scientific funding
For a middle-income country,
money is a scarce resource
in almost every sector. Our
scientific endeavors are funded
mainly by taxpayer’s money;
commercial scientific funding
is yet to be commonplace. The
worthiness of a scientific project
has to be judged before investing
our ringgits in it, e.g., repeating
a previously published or similar
project is a serious no-no. Prudent (obviously), yet
smart spending will guarantee the highest return for
our investment. I see a possible two-pronged approach,
parts of which we have already undertaken.
On one hand, we tackle scientific questions that are
directly exploitable, commercially viable, and whose
importance is easily explainable to the public as they
have obvious significance to our local context. This
approach has been pursued by our old bastions of
research, such as Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB)
that work on our golden crop palm oil, and Malaysian
Agricultural Research and Development Institute
(MARDI) on a variety of other important agricultural
resources.
Another example is the University of Malaysia
Terengganu, a clear indication of the government’s
commitment to develop our capabilities in marine
sciences, given our huge water resources and long
coastlines. Government grants such as the Flagship
Programme of Ministry of Science, Technology and
Innovation (MOSTI) prioritise related research
themes such as biodiversity and the development of
commodity crops.
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N

5) Learn from our neighbours
This could be a thorny subject.
It surprises me how little we
have learnt from our nextdoor neighbours - Singapore
for example - despite their close
proximity, how we readily let our talent go southwards,
and their international stature in many scientific
fields. A direct way of harnessing their expertise in
various areas is to set up meaningful collaboration
across the Strait. Depending on the field, their research
institutions could also be attractive places for our
scientists to receive training. By doing this, we could
avoid sending them to Europe or the US, and money
saved could be used for something else. This might
sound naïve, but I genuinely believe that if we move
away from our suspicions, political or otherwise,
we could rope in their superior scientific prowess to
expedite our cause.
Still, other things are harder to address. We are net users
of scientific reagents and equipments. Our scientists’
funds are at the mercy of distribution companies and
unfavourable exchange rate. Established Malaysian
scientists abroad, who could contribute to the local
scientific community with their experience, probably
would not return home without the right incentive.
And these are just two of the many issues facing us.
Luckily, most of these issues could benefit from a
change of mindset of our society. Indeed they are
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“We need
strong leaders
with science
background
to project and
champion
our scientific
interests”
tough to address, but we are not outright hopeless
either. Our causes should be fortified with political
will, capital and power. We need strong leaders with
science background to project and champion our
scientific interests. Finally, we can always use a real
hero or two, who will easily boost publicity among
the public.
We already have some silver linings. In most of our
universities, science and engineering subjects are
already taught in English - in the face of increasingly
stiff global competition, even universities in France,
Austria and Germany offer postgraduate science degree
programs in English. Our younger generation, inspired
by the First National Angkasawan Programme, are
not afraid to dream big: it is not uncommon for kids
nowadays to dream to become scientists or astronauts.
The Science and Mathematics curricula at our schools
are now rigorous and importantly, more hands-on.
The younger generations (which in my view already
display bold creativity) are poised to enter and
contribute in various scientific disciplines quite soon.
Good structure needs to be in place to secure our
precious talent pipeline, enabling them to contribute
to our scientific advancement and further our nation’s
progress.
I might sound a little like a fatalist, but realistically
speaking, our level of science might still not be on
par with developed countries come the year 2020. But
if we continue to be optimistic, work towards being
rid of destructive practices, make the right decisions
and keep on working hard, there is still time to make
significant progress.

Perhaps by that time we won’t fare too bad after all.
Disclaimer: The views presented here belong solely to the
author, and do not represent the views of his current or
previous associated institutions.
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The PhD graduate’s quandary in
Malaysia: where are all the jobs?
O

by Dr. Alicia Izharuddin

ne of the films that best allegorises the
experience and purpose of pursuing a PhD
degree is the sublime 2012 documentary Jiro
Dreams of Sushi directed by David Gebb. Jiro,
regarded by food critics and fans alike as the world’s
greatest sushi chef, has spent decades mastering
the art of preparing the best rice and fish for sushi.
The film succeeds in portraying Jiro’s doggedness
and passion that drove his initially unrewarding
process of learning. After 50 years of learning - and
Jiro is still learning - he is the master of something
quite specialised, respected by the greatest of
connoisseurs.
In many ways, Jiro’s journey into sushi-making is
much like that of pursuing a PhD. It belongs to
Photo: www.flazingo.com / Flickr
the ‘old world’ of apprenticeship; you don’t just
get a degree after some years that signifies you as an expert. Rather, the end of the apprenticeship heralds a new
beginning of more hard work and few rewards. It’s not about the money, but about the endlessness of inquiry
and curiosity.
Getting a PhD - What Does It Really Mean?

For the general populace, the idea is chiefly quantitative: it seems to be better to have more academic qualifications. While the boost in social status that comes with possessing a PhD may be an
attractive (but short term) incentive, the opportunities for sustaining such a status through employment may sometimes be elusive in Malaysia.
Current trends in Malaysia, however, appear to be
unconcerned about job scarcity. Instead, there has
been a big push towards producing more PhD holders. The Malaysian government’s quantitative approach to PhDs is manifested in the uniquely named
MyBrain15 programme[1], which aims to produce
60,000 PhDs by 2023. While this approach is excellent in boosting access, it is chiefly quantitative,
mechanistic, and may be driving PhD holders off
a cliff into the abyss of potential unemployment.
So far, the MyBrain15 programme appears to progress as going to plan; those enrolled are mostly already
affiliated with Malaysian universities. Upon completion of their studies, they will rejoin their employer
armed with the talismanic title ‘Dr.’. This transition up the grade scale may facilitate those already
within the university, but it is a closed-door policy
for PhD holders who are not funded by MyBrain15.
Furthermore, job vacancies for doctorate holders in
Malaysian universities are less forthcoming about job

description and salary scales. Despite this, competition for coveted full-time appointments is stiff.
Findings from a recent survey conducted by Scientific
Malaysian[2] has found that over 73% of Malaysian
PhD graduates in the sciences wish to pursue a career
in academia, with almost 60% of them fairly confident that they will be successful in doing so. The survey reveals personal snippets of ambition and sheer
optimism that characterise the reasons why respondents stay on to do a PhD. Some respondents believe
there are plenty of jobs in industry and Malaysian
academia, much like those in developed countries.
However, the employment trend for PhDs in developed countries is rather grim. In the US, UK,
and Australia, the job market bottleneck for qualified PhDs has been described as a crisis[3]. In more
alarming terms: there are too many scientists[4] and
not enough jobs. The Royal Society in the UK found
that only 3.5% of science PhD graduates remain in
long-term academic employment. Fewer than 0.5%
eventually become professors. In Australia, only 1
in 8 of such graduates[5] get the research job they
desire. Suffice to say, respondents of the Scientific
Malaysian’s survey who wish to go abroad for work
will benefit greatly from studying these trends.
Notwithstanding this grim state of affairs, PhD graduates (with teaching, supervision, and administrative
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positions in academia, will eventually get a job though
not necessarily what they had expected or desired.
Meanwhile, there is no new data on how long graduates stay employed in Malaysian academia, including those who will become professors. Will the PhD
bottleneck found in the US, UK, and Australia exist
in Malaysia? If the survey’s respondents are generally
positive about their job prospects, what makes Malaysia different from the other countries mentioned?

ment by Malaysia’s most established universities with
the discourse of higher education on a global level.
Poor command of English[8] (and the apparent lack
of will to improve) has been cited as an obstacle to
producing high impact research in Malaysian universities. This is a curious conundrum worth investigating:
why is the level of English deemed poor in Malaysian
universities despite being one of the most spoken and
written languages in the country? To be fair on academics, the practice of writing is difficult, a skill that
has to be developed and mastered over a period of
time. That crucial period is the time spent during the
doctoral training and supported by on-campus departments specialised in academic career development.

Academia or Industry?
Post-PhD employment is characterised by a shortage
of permanent positions, but with more short-term
contracts as full or part time research associates or
postdoctoral research fellows and sessional lecturers.
There are certainly alternatives
to the traditional academic ap“Current trends in
pointment. Some PhD holders,
exhausted by the demands of an
Malaysia, however,
academic lifestyle, take another
route into professional consultappear to be
ing in higher education and
international development, or unconcerned about job
politics; Angela Merkel and Manmohan Singh are a few examples scarcity. Instead, there
of world leaders with a real PhD.

has been a big push

Research in Malaysia is also largely
hidden from public purview. The
mystique of research could have a
more damaging effect on Malaysian academia and industry than
good. It conceals the tax-paying
public from appreciating the impact of research. Opening up Malaysian academia to scrutiny by
independent auditors of universities will reveal a range of weaknesses beyond those conjectured
here and in reports elsewhere.

There is a view that working in
industry after completing one’s
towards producing
doctoral studies constitutes a
‘failure’. This view is not an
more PhD holders” The linear progression of academic
unfounded one; the PhD is esattainment in higher education
sentially a research apprenticeship to train an inneeds to be dismantled for a more fluid and qualitadividual in the rigours of scholarship and the art
tive understanding of what the PhD is for. The PhD
of surviving in academia such as networking and
may be talismanic and its bearer may enjoy the somanagement. If the endpoint of such an apprenticecial capital it brings. But in these highly competiship is not about producing original and exciting
tive times, many will question the value of spending
research, what was the point of slogging through 4
years in the wilderness of academia as a novice reto 6 years of poverty and exploitation as a student?
searcher. When confronted by the criticisms of the
length and value of the PhD, it is comforting to take
Suggestions have been made in the UK on preparrefuge in the grit and wisdom of Jiro the sushi chef.
ing PhD graduates for employment in industry and
elsewhere outside academia. Transferable and ‘real
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ISSUE 10 SPECIAL FEATURE:

BEST OF SCIENTIFIC MALAYSIAN ARTICLES

Photo: Carine Felgueiras/Flickr

To celebrate the milestone of the 10th Issue of the Scientific Malaysian Magazine, we conducted a poll
among our readers and supporters to help us pick the best of Scientific Malaysian Magazine articles.

Over the past three years (9 issues) we have published over a hundred articles, written by both Malaysian
and international scientists, as well as science enthusiasts around the globe. We love many of them, but
here are five of our readers’ most liked articles and why we think they are important.

1

Fundamental Research: What is the Use?

by Hwong Yi Ling

http://magazine.scientificmalaysian.com/issue-6-2013/fundamental-research-what-is-the-use

With the havoc wrecked by the Global Financial
Crisis still fresh in our memory and the economy
of most of the world’s biggest developmental
powerhouses barely limping along, investing
in fundamental research may seem foolish and
untimely. After all, what is the practical use? With
this compelling article, the author sets out to breakdown the perception that fundamental research is a
frivolous pursuit and argues that throughout history,
big leaps in human innovation is often the result
of curiosity-driven research, e.g., the unintentional
development of World Wide Web by the European
Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN).
Why is this article important? It dispels the
notion that fundamental research is often viewed as
a ‘useless’ subject, too difficult to comprehend and
thus reserved for the ultra-intelligent. At its most
basic, fundamental research is the manifestation of
the quintessential part of being human - curiosity
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N

and wonder. It gives us the power to dream, and lies
at the heart of innovation.
Originally published in Issue 6/2013. Photo: Kong Yink Heay.
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2

The Night Watch: Working the night shift at CERN

by Dr. Khoo Teng Jian

http://magazine.scientificmalaysian.com/issue-8-2014/working-the-night-shift-at-cern

The ATLAS detector
is one of the two
largest particle
detectors buried 100
metres deep under
the Swiss-Franco
terrain at CERN.
The detector is most
well-known for its
discovery of the Higgs
Boson in 2012. The
detector’s vital signs
are kept under roundthe-clock surveillance
by an army of overcaffeinated CERN
staffers (mostly PhD
students and PostDocs). In this lively article, the author paints a vivid
picture of what goes on in the ATLAS control room
during an 8 hour night shift, offering readers a peek
into the complex yet highly invigorating world of
particle physics and the engineering behind that

helps scientists make
sense of the most
minute building
blocks and origin of
our universe.
Why is this
article important?
21st-century science
is often a collective
endeavour. This
article shatters the
image of the lonescientist working in
solitude by offering
an insight into the
lesser-known (and
less glamorous) side
of science - the teamwork that goes on in operating
the biggest machine ever built by human kind.
Originally published in Issue 8/2014. Photo: Charis Loke.

Why don’t We Scan and Test Everyone to Detect Cancer?
by Dr. Chang Yang Yew

3

http://magazine.scientificmalaysian.com/issue-8-2014/cancer-diagnosis

Given the survival rate of a cancer patient is much
higher if the cancer is diagnosed at an early stage,
wouldn’t it be better if we scan and test everyone
to detect cancer?. The surprising answer is, in fact,
no. The reality of cancer diagnosis is much more
nuanced than simply ‘doing the appropriate blood
test’. The author uses the example of the groundbreaking invention of a 15 year old boy from the
United States to detect pancreatic cancer (which
turns out to be not that ground-breaking afterall)
to illustrate his arguments and debunk popular
misconceptions behind the science of cancer tests.
Why is this article important? In a time when
anyone can go on the internet to look for answers to
their health problems, it is more important than ever
to be able to distinguish between evidence-based,
science-grounded medicine and many so-called
‘alternative’ diagnosis methods which often crumble
upon closer scrutiny. Cancer detection is one good
example and this article clearly explains why.
Originally published in Issue 8/2014. Photo: Charis Loke.
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4

Why consumption of dietary antioxidant supplements may not
work
by Chang Sui Kiat

http://magazine.scientificmalaysian.com/issue-9-2014/consumption-dietary-antioxidant-supplements-work/

W ith the rising
popularity
of
dietary antioxidant
supplements, one
couldn’t help but
wonder, are they
really as beneficial
as purported? In this
informative article,
the author takes a
critical look at the
science and research
t h a t h a ve b e e n
conducted to examine
the effectiveness of
these supplements.
Delving into the
workings of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
other free radicals—whose effects the supplements
are suppose to counteract—the author points to the
accumulating evidence that suggest that, contrary
to popular belief, the radicals are not all bad and

consumption of
large doses of
dietary antioxidant
supplements does
not have significant
medicinal effect and
may even be harmful
in some cases.
Why is this
article important?
With a myriad of
dietary antioxidant
supplements
flooding the market,
each claiming its
own unique health
benefit from diminishing aging effects to good skin, it
is high time we take a critical look at the effectiveness
of these magic pills.
Originally published in Issue 9/2014. Photo: Yumanuma/Flickr.

Malaysian-Dutch Expedition Unveils the Mysteries of Mount Kinabalu
by Prof. Menno Schilthuizen

5

http://magazine.scientificmalaysian.com/issue-8-2014/malaysian-dutch-expedition-unveils-mysteries-mount-kinabalu/

Standing at 4095 metres, Mount Kinabalu
is one of the tallest mountains in South-East
Asia. The rich biodiversity of this magnificent
mountain drove the author, who hails from
the Netherlands, to set up a joint MalaysianDutch expedition with a mission to uncover
the evolutionary mysteries of some of the
oldest organisms residing in this mountain. The
author tells a striking story of how the research
was conducted while painting an animated
picture of the mountain as a treasure trove of
organisms waiting to be discovered (there are
109 different species of land snails living in the
mountain!). By analysing the DNA sequences
of various organisms, the author and his multidisciplinary team were able to get a handle on
their evolutionary scenarios and conclude their
origins.
Why is this article important? Many of the species
of plants and animals that live on Mount Kinabalu
are endemic: they live only there and nowhere else on
Earth. It is only through the research of people such
as Prof. Schilthuizen and his team that the world
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N

will ever get to know them and hopefully, step up
conservation efforts to preserve the mountain’s rich
but fragile biodiversity.
Originally published in Issue 8/2014. Photo: Darren Pearce/Flickr.
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EXPLORING AN AGE-OLD
QUESTION: CAN WE
DEMYSTIFY SKIN
COLOUR?
by Dr. Ang Khai Chung

In February 2009, while I was still a graduate
student at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM),
I received a call from the Director of Academic
Heritage Museum, Emeritus Prof. Dato’ Dr. Hood
Salleh, to be present at his office. He introduced me
to three professors, two from Penn State College of
Medicine, and one from University of Oxford. That
fateful meeting changed the focus of my research and
career. By June 2009, I was in Hershey, Pennsylvania,
joining Distinguished Prof. Dr. Keith Cheng in the
quest to complete the global story of human skin
colour variation. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Badrul Munir Md
Zain and Prof. Dato’ Dr. Mahani Mansor Clyde, who
were my PhD supervisors from UKM, continue to
be our collaborators in this project.
The genetic basis of the variation in skin colour across
the globe is an age-old mystery. Human evolution
from darker skin (the ancestral state), towards lighter
skin colours involved different genetic mechanisms in
people of European vs. East Asian ancestry. The dark
skin of African populations is protective in regions
with high solar ultraviolet exposure. In contrast, the
light skin of Europeans has a selective advantage
in northerly latitudes due to higher sun-dependent
generation of vitamin D. However, European skin
is associated with a 10-20 fold increased risk of
melanoma, the deadliest form of skin cancer [1].
Surprisingly, East Asians, although light-skinned,
have very low risk of melanoma: their rates of disease
are comparable to Africans. In addition, they do not
carry the pervasive European light skin colour genes

(SLC24A5 & SLC45A2), which means that they must
carry a genetic variation that functions similarly.
Intuitively, it should be easy to map for genes
responsible for the light skin colour in - for example
- East Asians. However, the results will be muddling
since skin colour is a trait contributed by multiple
genes. In addition, among East Asians, there is a
degree of variation in skin colour caused by various
polymorphisms, in addition to the primary East
Asian skin colour gene. There is a need for one or
more populations that are admixed for ancestral and
East Asian ancestry, but with minimal European
contribution. This requirement is fulfilled by the
Senoi, one of three indigenous tribes of Peninsular
Malaysia collectively known as the Orang Asli.
Three weeks after joining Dr. Keith’s lab as a postdoc,
I was back in Malaysia to collect blood samples of
the Orang Asli. For a year, I travelled with various

“The genetic basis of
the variation in skin
colour across the
globe is an age-old
mystery”
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(left) The Orang Asli children watching a movie as they wait patiently in the hall for their sample to be taken by Dr. Ang and his team.
(right) The nurses and personnel from Jabatan Hal Ehwal Orang Asli that helped out during one of Dr. Ang’s fieldtrips.

health nurses and students to collect blood samples
and also phenotypic skin colour reading of their inner
arm. During that period, I criss-crossed Peninsular
Malaysia, visiting Orang Asli villages to collect as
many samples as possible. Not only had I travelled
using a Ford Explorer 4WD and a van, but I also
drove my trusty Proton Iswara Aeroback that had
served me well during my graduate school to many
villages. I am thankful for Dr. Badrul’s students who
volunteered and accompanied me during these trips,
some of which lasted just a few hours, and others,
days! Sadly, I did not have any students volunteering
to accompany me the second time. Maybe I worked
them too hard, or maybe the
adventure of digging out our
transport stuck in mud and
showering in the river was
not their idea of fieldwork!

another field trip to a village near Taman Negara,
I met a mother with a child whose father is of
European ancestry.
We have done a number of whole-genome and exome
sequencing using our Orang Asli samples that do
not carry the European alleles. Our collaborator, Dr.
Chan Kok Gan from High Impact Research Center,
Universiti Malaya, did part of the whole-genome
sequencing that we are currently analysing.
Back in the laboratory in Hershey, once I have
identified candidate genes responsible for lightskinned colour, I will remove
these genes from zebrafish, a
popular pet store fish and now
an increasingly valuable animal
model for biological research.
If a gene codes for lighter skin
colour, then the zebrafish will
have a lighter colour.

“Globalisation
means there are less
isolated, indigenous
populations with
a similar genetic
ancestry to the Orang
Asli”

I collected 492 samples with
wide ranges of skin colour
[2]. Genetic analysis of these
samples confirmed visual
observations that, by average,
Negrito has the darkest,
Proto-Malay the lightest, and
Senoi has intermediate and
widest range of skin colour.
We also found 12.6% of our
samples has European alleles (SLC24A5A111T and/or
SLC45A2L374F). This result provides the molecular
evidence for the possibility of Orang Asli having
admixture from South Asians and Europeans.
Historically, the most likely origins of European
admixture are British, Dutch and Portuguese [3],
who are mostly homozygous for both derived alleles.
In more than one occasions during fieldwork, I met
families with various ancestries. One particular family
from Temerloh, Pahang, has a matriarch who is of
Chinese and Senoi ancestry, while their children are
married to an Indian, and another to a Chinese. On
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N

But here we hit a roadblock:
using just one population left
us with more possibilities than
we could test experimentally.
In order to reduce the number
of candidate genes to a
manageable size, we need to
find another population with a similarly preserved,
ancient gene pool. This is trickier than it might
seem. Globalisation means there are less isolated,
indigenous populations with a similar genetic
ancestry to the Orang Asli. Fortunately, there is still
one such population on the Caribbean island that
Christopher Columbus spotted over 500 years ago,
and locals have now dubbed it “Nature Isle”. The
island is the Commonwealth of Dominica, home
to the indigenous Kalinago people. They live in a
reserve territory and have the West African and
Amerindians/ East Asians ancestry that we need to
successfully mapped these genes.
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I first visited the Kalinago tribe in 2013 for a month.
In 2014, I returned for 6 weeks to collect saliva
samples from them that will allow meaningful data
comparison with the Malaysian tribe and help narrow
down our list of candidate genes considerably. We
hope, through using these two geographically distant
populations, we will be able to narrow down the pool
of polymorphisms that are responsible for the lightskin colour in the East Asians.
Dominica, with its charm and allure, also proved to
be a physically challenging but memorable sampling
experience. Home to the second largest boiling lake
in the world, Dominica features lush mountainous
rainforests and the Kalinago territory sits on the
rugged east region of the island. My previous
experiences in navigating and freeing mud-stuck
4WD, proved to be useful in many occasions here.
I continue to love what I am doing as a geneticist.
During my graduate school, I studied the relationships
of the Orang Asli tribes, and now how humans,
globally, are also related. Humans migrated out of
Africa, towards South Asia, then separately towards
Europe and East Asia. The migration from East Asia,
through the Bering Strait to the Americas made us
more related than we realise. For me personally, a
chance for me to meet all these wonderful people
made me appreciate human relationships in a
‘molecular’ way. Every little thing they do, be it by
offering a coconut to sharing a part of their catch-ofthe-day with me, motivates me to do what I do in the
laboratory. Also, who knows what other adventures I
may encounter as I seek to understand, and ultimately

hope to demystify human skin colour!
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Hiking in Dominica to one of the Kalinago houses with local nurses to collect samples and conduct skin colour reading.
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findings in various fields of biotechnology.
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Life at CERN: The Mythbuster Edition
by Hwong Yi Ling
Deep beneath the plains of the Franco-Swiss border near
Geneva, in a man-made tunnel stretching over 27 km,
lies one of humankind’s greatest engineering feats of all
time. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the flagship
accelerator of the European Organisation of Nuclear
Research (CERN), is the largest scientific instrument
ever built to study the smallest constituents of matter.
Scientists are on a quest to dig into the deepest secrets of
our universe and to answer questions that have plagued
generations of thinkers.
At least that’s what the media says.
Thanks and no thanks to the massive hype over CERN’s
near-mythical state of research, misconceptions abound
over what really goes on behind those steel-reinforced
(no, they are not), eyeball-scanner-controlled (yes, they
exist) doors. Reality can be stranger than fiction, no
doubt about that. But more often than not, it is simply
misunderstood. Headline-grabbing titles might entice the
masses, but they do little to help penetrate the biggest
myth of all about science: that it is hard and thus only
for the ultra-intelligent.
In an effort to bust these pesky little myths, here are the
top five most misunderstood facets of CERN.
1. The LHC is built to find the Higgs Boson
The Higgs boson—sometimes referred to as ‘The
God Particle’, much to the chagrin of Peter Higgs, its
eponymous predictor—is a theorised particle that gives
mass to all matters in the universe. Two detectors of the
LHC, the ATLAS and CMS experiments, successfully
detected this particle—thus proving its existence—in the

summer of 2012, and won Peter Higgs a Nobel Prize in
Physics the following year.
The LHC, however, was not built just to find the Higgs.
It was also built to help scientists find the answers to other
important questions: what is the nature of dark matter
and dark energy (which together make up 95% of our
universe)? Why is there more matter than antimatter in
the universe (theories say there should be equal amount)?
Are there other dimensions besides the four (if we include
the dimension of time) that we observe?
Finding the answers to these will close a huge gap in our
understanding of the universe.
2. It must be really hot in the LHC tunnels!
The LHC collides protons. These protons are accelerated
to almost the speed of light and collide more than 600
million times per second. Heat (energy) is generated
during collisions, thus the LHC must be like a furnace,
correct?
Wrong.
In fact, the magnets that make up the tunnel and
are responsible for guiding the particles around the
accelerator rings are cooled to -271.3°C – a temperature
colder than outer space. This chilling is necessary to cool
the electric cables to a superconducting state, so that they
can efficiently conduct electricity without resistance or
loss of energy.
CERN is, quite literally, the coolest place on earth.

CERN Data Centre. Photo: CERN
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3. CERN is only for people who study physics
Founded by European physicists back in early 1950s,
CERN was initially a research organisation for particle
physics. Over the years, CERN’s research has grown
so much that it has necessarily branched out to many
other fields [1]: engineering, computing, environmental
and space science and
most recently, medical
science [2]. CERN also
employs mathematicians,
computer scientists,
lawyers, accountants,
communication
professionals and many
more.
Take computing as an
example. Every collision
that happens in the LHC
(remember, this happens approximately 600 million
times per second) generates particles that often decay
into more particles. The passage of each of these particles
are recorded as electronic signals which are then sent as
data to the CERN Data Centre. The amount of data
generated is enough to fill around 100,000 DVDs every
year! An army of IT and computing specialists are needed
to come up with intelligent ways to process and manage
this gigantic amount of data.
4. Everything at CERN is swanky and meticulously
organised
After all, we did build the world’s biggest machine. And
invented the World Wide Web [3].
Sure, state-of-the-art technologies are being used; the
grandiosity of the main auditorium rivals that of the
Carnegie hall; there are touch screens every couple of
steps in the main building; the LHC control centre looks
like a scene out of Star Trek.
But you would be wrong to think that is all CERN is
- organised, modern and high-tech. There are quirks.
Plenty of them. Buildings are numbered at random
(building 3 sits next two to building 534, and building
533 does not exist); tapes (yes, these) are still being used
to record data (‘if it is working, don’t fix it’); people still
work in old buildings with creaky stairs and windows
that do not close; and coffee machines still make bad
coffee.

are a testament to
the people’s creativity
and boundless
energy. Produce and
release a film about
vampires, inside
CERN, without
authorisation, while
working towards a
PhD? It’s been done.
Play in a rock band?
There are even annual
music festivals inside
CERN (aptly named ‘Hardronic festival’). Dancing in
the library? Why not [5].
It can be challenging to communicate with people who
are non-conformists, and CERN is full of them. These
are people who are used to pushing boundaries, question
conventional wisdom and do things differently. But they
are also some of the brightest, funniest, kindest, most
inquisitive and humble people I have ever met. They
embody the spirit of science, quiet but steadfast in their
pursuit of verifiable truth in a world often too cluttered
with noise and gimmicks.
And they are what I miss most about CERN.
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are
those of the author and do not reflect in any way the official policy
or position of CERN.

__________________________________________
1

The scientist here is John Ellis, one of the most respected scientists
at CERN. He is also one of the most brilliant individuals I have
ever met and is in no way serious and nerdy. Quite the opposite,
read this story about the Penguin Diagram [http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Penguin_diagram].
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5. People who work at CERN are serious and
nerdy (read: boring)
There are people who are genuinely so passionate about
physics that they make CERN their second home. The
stereotypical image of a mad scientist buried deep in
mountain-high papers? They exist too1.
But boring? Not even if they tried. The dozens of social
clubs and extracurricular endeavours taking place daily
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N
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EVENT REPORT: SCIENCE@MALAYSIA 2014
University of Oxford | United Kingdom | 22 Nov 2014

W ithout

a doubt,
science has been pivotal
in engendering numerous
positive changes in society.
It has assisted humans to
land on the moon, eradicate
diseases, communicate with
each other across the globe
literally within a blink of an
eye and achieve countless
other magnificent feats.
Even so, these scientific
advancements along with
economic growth could
have never been achieved if
it were not for the emphasis
placed on science by
nations. This holds true for
any nation, including our
beloved Malaysia. As Malaysia is striving to become a high-income nation, technological and economic
advancement through science is undoubtedly required. Thus, as part of the effort to promote scientific
advancement in Malaysia, the inaugural Science@Malaysia conference was recently organised by Scientific
Malaysian and Oxford University Malaysia Club (OUMC) at the University of Oxford, United Kingdom.
Report by Azilleo Kristo Mozihim
OPENING AND KEYNOTE ADDRESSES
Conference attendees were greeted with the opening
speech by Professor Andrew Hamilton,ViceChancellor of the University of Oxford. In his lively
speech, he mentioned several collaborations that have
been made between Malaysia and the University; for
example, the collaboration with UiTM (Malaysia
Technology University) in the field of Mathematics,
particularly in industrial applications. He also
expressed his hopes in extending the collaboration
to other academic institutions in Malaysia.
Subsequently, the main issues surrounding the
advancement of scientific research in Malaysia were
highlighted in the Keynote Address by Professor Tan
Sri Zakri Abdul Hamid, the Science Advisor to the
Prime Minister of Malaysia. One of the issues raised
was the emigration of local talent to other nations
such as Singapore, which reduces the scientific talent
pool of the nation leading to decreased economic
productivity. He also suggested that the existence of
insufficient local scientific expertise was a primary
factor for the lack of scientific progress in the country.
Additionally, he stated that this factor has led to the
inability of local companies to adapt to technological
advances, resulting in Malaysia’s reduced global
competitiveness.

Academic collaboration was the main theme of the
second keynote address presented by Professor Robin
Grime, the UK & Foreign Commonwealth Office
Chief Scientific Advisor. He informed the attendees
about the various international collaborations between
Malaysia and the UK such as the establishment of
Malaysian-based campuses by several UK universities
(e.g. Newcastle University and Nottingham
University). He urged for the formation of a bilateral
relationship in which ideas are exchanged between
Malaysia and UK, along with innovation based on
the ideas gained from the partner country.
PANEL SESSION 1: ‘THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
IN ADVANCING SCIENCE IN MALAYSIA’
The first speaker of this opening plenary panel
session was Tan Sri Dr. Ahmad Tajuddin Ali
who is the current President of the Academy of
Science, Malaysia. He stressed the importance of
the government in scientific education by striving
to encourage more students to enter scientific
careers. Additionally, he mentioned the role of the
government in providing a proper infrastructure for
scientific research. The importance of international
partnerships was emphasised by the second speaker
of the session, Professor Nordin Hassan, the Director
for the International Council of Science (ICSU).
He used the example of ocean acidification as an
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Prof. Andrew Hamilton, VC of the University of Oxford (left) gave his opening speech. Prof. Tan Sri Zakri Abdul Hamid, Science Advisor
to the Prime Minister of Malaysia (centre) and Prof. Robin Grimes, the UK & Foreign Commonwealth Office Chief Scientific Advisor
(right) were the conference keynote speakers.

example of a phenomenon that requires collaboration
from various national governments to study. The
third speaker, Datuk Dr. Mohd Yusoff Sulaiman, the
President and Chief Executive Officer of Malaysian
Industry-Government Group for High Technology
(MIGHT), presented the notion of innovation to
address the main challenges facing our society such
as those related to palm oil production. He also
mentioned the need for multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary research to achieve sustainable goals. The
final speaker of the session was Ms. Sherene Azura
Ali, who leads the Malaysian Diaspora Outreach
team at TalentCorp. She introduced TalentCorp
in relation to meeting the nation’s need for talent.
She stated that there are plenty of opportunities
within Malaysia for overseas Malaysian graduates,
particularly in the field of Biotechnology.
PANEL SESSION 2: ‘RAISING THE STANDARDS OF
ACADEMIC RESEARCH IN MALAYSIA’
The second plenary session
was opened by Professor
Peter Mitchell, Professor in
Psychology and Dean of Science
at the University of Nottingham
Malaysia Campus. He commented
that the postdoctoral culture in
Malaysia is underdeveloped and
requires further improvement.
Furthermore, he stated that the
current visa laws make it difficult
for foreign students and staff
to enter Malaysian academic
institutions. The second speaker
was Dr. Charis Quay Huei Li, a
junior faculty member with tenure
in Physics at the Universite ParisSud. She emphasised that the political interference
in academia impedes free thought and academic
freedom. Additionally, she mentioned that there are
administrative obstacles that prevent non-Malaysian
scientists from getting long-term contracts to conduct
research in the country, reducing the available pool
of scientific talent. The Head of the Department
of Materials at Oxford University, Professor Chris

Governor, was the third speaker. He emphasised the
need for UK and Malaysian academics to interact in
scientific research. He stressed on the importance of
hiring people based solely on merit and allowing them
to work without external interference. Dr. Chan Kok
Gan, a Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Biological
Science at Universiti Malaya (UM) and Research
Coordinator at UM High Impact Research (HIR),
was the final speaker. He described his experience of
returning to Malaysia after studying in the UK and
the differences in working conditions between the
two countries. He vividly presented the difficulties
he faced when working in UM, such as long delays
in the delivery of materials and inadequate facilities.
Additionally, he stressed the need for collaboration
and networking in expanding scientific research.
PANEL SESSION 3: ‘ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER IN MALAYSIA’
The last plenary panel
session started at
a p p rox i m a t e l y 3 . 2 0
pm. The first speaker,
Chief
Executive
Officer of Malaysian
Technology Development
Corporation (MTDC),
Dato’ Norhalim Yunus,
presented the idea of
a triple helix involving
collaboration among three
main parties: government,
industry and academia. He
used oil palm and rubber as
examples of commodities
that have successfully been
commercialised due to this
collaboration. He further suggested the need to apply
technology transfer to allow scientific research to be
more effectively translated into business. Dr. Stuart
Kewley, Chairman and co-founder of the Eurasia
Consortium, was the second speaker and he mainly
narrated his experience in operating the Eurasia
Consortium along with its associated problems. The
third speaker was Dr. Rezal Ahmad who is the Chief

“...insufficient local
scientific expertise was
a primary factor for
the lack of scientific
progress in the
country”
- Tan Sri Zakri Abdul
Hamid
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(left) The conference hall where the plenary sessions were held. (right) Conference participants at one of the poster sessions.

Executive Officer of NanoMalaysia Bhd. He spoke
about the strategies, objectives and applications of
nanotechnology in Malaysia along with its prospects
of generating income for the country. The final
speaker was Professor Jose Furtado, a Professor
of Zoology and the Coordinator of the Ecology
Programme at University Malaya in the 1970s. In his
speech, he emphasised the need for communication
and collaboration between industry and universities.
Additionally, he mentioned the untapped potential
of biomass as biofuel and the feasibility of tapping
into it for economic growth.
CONCLUSION OF THE EVENT
The conference ended with a speech given by the
founder of Scientific Malaysian, Dr. Andrew Chan,
who expressed his sincerest gratitude to those
involved in organising the conference and to the
generous conference sponsors. He also urged the
attendees to be proactive to enable positive changes
in the scientific culture to be engendered. Finally, the
prizes for the best poster presentations were handed
out and the conference concluded with a networking
session and dinner at Oriel College, Oxford.

The conference represents an effort to address
and discuss the problems currently being faced by
Malaysia in its goal to advance scientifically. However,
the discussion is all for naught if it is not followed by
action. It is only through action that the problems
addressed can be fixed, or at least alleviated. Not only
must action be taken, it has to be taken effectively.
For this to occur, there is a need for a radical change
in the mindset of every segment of Malaysian society.
The scientific advancement of a country does not
rest solely on the shoulders of a few people but on
everyone; everyone – parents, students, educators,
scientists, government officials, investors – has the
responsibility to improve the scientific situation
of Malaysia. It is only when the society as a whole
shoulders the responsibility of scientific advancement
and takes action can our country truly achieve
long-lasting economic growth.
Presentation slides from the speakers and the video
recordings of the conference are available at:
http://conference2014.scientificmalaysian.com

Panelists and moderators of the three plenary discusssion sessions.
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SciMy Interview:
Dr. Lim Boo Liat (Part II)
interviewed by Dr. Lee Hooi Ling

Photo credit: Merdeka Award

In the first part of the interview (Issue 8), Dr. Lim Boo Liat offered a glimpse into his life before World
War II and his journey to becoming a zoologist in the Institute for Medical Research. Although officially
retired in 1987, Dr. Lim continues to contribute his service in zoological discipline, particularly to
the Department of Wildlife and National Park. In this second part of the interview, Dr. Lim discusses
about his research findings such as ecological labelling and the Red List of Mammals, and dispense
some wise words for those who are interested to pursue their dream as a zoologist.
Q1. You have been credited with the development
of “ecological labeling by parasite pattern”.
Can you please explain what this term means?
In zoology, the word “indicator” is used to group
specific state of wildlife in nature. For example,
habitats, such as lowland, hill and mountain forest
types are often applied to define residential group of
species diversity in each of these habitat types.

preference of the animal in their natural environment
(niche-habitat, specific type of preferred food). For
example, in our studies we came across a rare insectivore
(Moonrat) about the size of the house cat. Being in the
order insectivore, the Moonrat was thought to feed on
insects exclusively.

In research study on host-parasite relationships in
relation to disease transmission cycle, it is essential
that more in-depth knowledge of the niche habitats
of the host and behavioural activity of the animal are
gathered. I have found that parasites in particular are
a good indicator.

However, the parasites in the intestines were parasitic
to fish only. Based on this finding, we were able to
trace the Moonrat to its riverine habitat. From then
onwards, we found that the so-called “rare animal”
is very common indeed. This concept of “ecological
labelling” by parasite pattern has since been accepted
by animal behaviourists and mammalogists throughout
the world. The result of this paper was published in [1].

In the study on the food habits and endoparasites
of small mammals, I came up with the concept of
“ecological labelling” by parasite pattern. Examination
of stomach contents and endoparasites helps to
establish certain facts as to the behaviour and food

Q2. We understand that it took 50 years of effort from
1947 to 1997 to produce the Red List of Mammals of
Peninsular Malaysia and it is considered as the first
national Red List. What is the Red List of Mammals
of Peninsular Malaysia?
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Q3. You were seconded to the World Health
Organisation (WHO) in Indonesia after
the completion of your PhD (Zoology) at
Universiti Sains Malaysia. What were your job
responsibilities at WHO during that time?
I was recruited as a Senior Scientist attached to the
WHO Inter-regional Vector Biology and Rodent
Control Unit (VBCRU). The first five years (mid
1977 through 1982), I was assigned to the interregional sector of VBCRU at Geneva, Switzerland,
where not only I served in Indonesia but also in other
Southeast Asian and South Pacific countries where
there were problems on rodent-borne diseases and
Rodent Control activities.
The last five years (mid 1982-1987), I was attached
to the regional sector in Jakarta, Indonesia. I was
promoted as a Senior Health Research Administrator
in the National Institute of Health and Manpower
Development (NIHRD) in Jakarta under the WHO
South East Asian Regional Office (SEARO) in New
Delhi. My main task was to assist local scientists in
their research activities on vector- and rodent-borne
Resting in Krau Forest Reserve
diseases. I also helped to co-ordinate research activities
Any wildlife taxa assessment, particularly on the
and assist funding for three divisional centres, such
ecology of species diversity and distributional pattern,
as the Communicable Diseases Control (CDC),
require long-term field studies as a database for further
Nutrition Centre (NC) and Biological Research Centre
information on the status of individual species in its natural
(BRC). Together with the NIHRD, an annual grant
environment.
of USD2 million
“My asset is only ‘experience’ in my
was allocated to
The main source
these four centres
of data was from specialised zoological discipline and I am
as operation
the Department
funding. During
of Wildlife and
very contented to be able to relay it to
the ten years’
National Parks
period with
the layman, graduate and postgraduate
(DWNP), with
WHO, it was very
a focus on large
satisfying to see
students whenever needed”
mammal records
at least 25 young
from 1947-1997.
local researchers
For the small mammals, the main data source was from
upgrading their ability and capability in undertaking
my collection at the Institute of Medical Research.
independent research projects. A total of 58 scientific
Additional information was from scientists of foreign
papers were published by these researchers with five
and local research institutions and universities who
of these scientists being internationally recognised.
periodically worked on small mammal studies.
With this large collation of database, the Director
Q4. You retired officially in 1987 but for the
General and officers of DWNP and I decided
past 27 years, you have continued to work as a
to formulate a Red List of Threatened species of
consultant, honorary advisor or visiting scientific
Peninsular Malaysia. A total of 222 individual species
fellow in many organisations. Perhaps you
of large mammals (14 species) and small mammals
can share with us why you are doing that and
(volant 93, non Volant 115) were compiled. All
what is the focus of your work at the moment?
these individual species were based on field studies
In 1988, I was asked by the Director-General, Mr.
and field observations during the years. The results
Mohd Momin Khan of DWNP Kuala Lumpur to
of the Threatened spp., the Red List is as follows:
assist in creating a new Laboratory Research Division
in the DWNP. The objective of this division was
• 3 spp. classes as extinct
(EX)
to train young graduate officers to work on small
• 1 spp. as critically endangered
(CR)
mammals in relation to host-parasite-relationships.
• 26 spp as endangered
(EN)
• 22 spp. as vulnerable
(NU)
We started with six people, headed by a Research
• 13 spp. near-threatened
(NT)
Officer, Mr. Louis Ratnam (retired). My service
• 157 spp as being least concerned
(LC)
was to assist in the inventorying of lower vertebrate
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“Basic science research
(long term research) is
still the apex ground for
turning out outstanding
Malaysian scientists
so as to be on par with
scientists from developed
countries”
animals (mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians)
in forest reserves throughout the country and to
create a “Scientific vertebrate reference collection
for the DWNP” for a scientific museum.
Today, the scientific museum collection has about
12,000 vertebrate taxa (mammals, birds, amphibians
and reptiles) deposited at the Institute of Biodiversity
at Bukit Ringgit, Pahang. These scientific collections
have been constantly referred by our university
graduate and postgraduate students and foreign
students and scientists as well. At least a few M.Sc
and Ph.D dissertations from local universities were
partially based on the collections.
Since my retirement to date, I appreciate that my
service is still needed by different institutional
organisations in the country. My asset is only
“experience” in my specialised zoological discipline
and I am very contented to be able to relay it to
the layman, graduate and postgraduate students
whenever needed. In fact, it is a partnership where
the students gain from my experience and in return,
I also learn from them to keep abreast with the latest
technological scientific advancements.
Q5. It takes a lot of motivation and passion for
you to continue working until this golden age.
What is your advice to the younger generation
who are keen to pursue zoology as their career?
To the younger generation who want to pursue
zoology as their career, my advice is as follows:
1. Develop an interest in a specific discipline in the
field of zoology so as to become an authority in it.
2. Carry out long-term research (3 - 5 years), as it
is through long-term research that new ideas can
be developed, or new animal spp. discovered.
3. Do not be deterred by failure as persistency and
perseverance will overcome it.
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Training wildlife staff in curating mammals

4. Always consult research results with your peers
(local or foreign) of similar zoological work.
5. Publication is very important as you are judged
through your published work internationally.
6. There is no ‘shortcut’ in biological sciences such
as zoology - be prepared for long-term arduous
field and research activities.
Q6.What are the effective ways to promote science and
technology in times when basic science is dwindling?
The dwindling of basic science in recent years is
partly due to Government policy makers and also
our graduates who are undetermined, and satisfied
to obtain a degree just for the sake of the degree.
Because science is more difficult and challenging,
more students are opting for the arts stream.
Basic science research (long term research) is still the
apex ground for turning out outstanding Malaysian
scientists so as to be on par with scientists from
developed countries. The authorities in universities
should coordinate with the Academy of Sciences
Malaysia to make a strong case to the policy makers
the need for funding basic science research.
Furthermore, we have to elevate the standard of
teaching of science especially in schools so as to
cultivate more students to take up science. We do train
a large number of medical doctors and pharmacists as
these are professional degrees. It is unfortunate that
most of these specialists are contented with only a
few interested in research. As such, there is a need
to change the mindset of these professionals that
research is indeed rewarding especially in the new
biotechnology era.
REFERENCE
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ABOUT THE WILDLIFE OF MALAYSIA, DID YOU KNOW THAT...
Malaysia is rich with flora and fauna. However, many of these species, especially animals, are severely
threatened and near extinction if further protection measures are not taken. The main threats are loss of
their natural habitat and forced removal of the animals from the wild. Among the concerned species are
Sumatran rhinoceros, Malayan tiger, Malayan tapir, Orangutan and Leatherback turtle.

Leatherback Turtle

Orangutan

Photo: Ryan Somma / Flickr

•
•

Largest of all marine turtles. •
Threat: loss of nesting and
feeding habitats & coastal •
development.
Declined by 99% since •
1960s.

•

Photo: zonsfoto / Flickr

Two species: Sumatran and •
Bornean species.
Threat: logging activities &
forest fires.
•
Estimated number left in the
world: Sumatran ~7,000, •
Bornean ~45,000-65,000.

Sumatran Rhinoceros

•
•

Two species: Sumatran and
Bornean species.
Threat: poaching of their
horns.
Estimated number left in the
world: ~300.

Photo: Egui_ / Flickr

Inhabit the forest regions
of South America, Central
America & South East Asia.
Threat: habitat loss & the
hunt for their meat and hide.
Estimated number left in the
world: ~369.

Malayan Tiger

Photo: Rennett Stowe / Flickr

Photo: W. Alan Baker / Flickr

•

Malayan Tapir

•
•
•

Found ONLY on the Malay Peninsula & in the southern
tip of Thailand.
Latin name: Panthera tigris jacksoni - honours Peter Jackson,
the famous tiger conservationist.
Estimated number left in the world: ~500.

Corrigendum

The authors were notified of an error contained in “SciMy Interview: Professor Dato’ Dr. Lam Sai Kit” (Issue 9) on page 30 – the fifth sentence of the
first paragraph should state “discovery of Nipah virus in late 1990s” rather than “discovery of Nipah virus in 1997”. The error has now been rectified in
both the PDF and webzine versions. We thank Peter Lee for notifying us, and we would like to apologise for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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SciMy Interview: Professor Datuk
Dr. A. Rahman A. Jamal
interviewed by Dr. Wong Kah Keng

Prof. Datuk Dr. A. Rahman (MD, MRCP, PhD) is the
founding director of the UKM Medical Molecular Biology
Institute (UMBI) at the Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
(UKM), Kuala Lumpur. He graduated from UKM in
Medicine in 1985 and obtained his MRCP (Paediatrics)
from the Royal College of Physicians Ireland in 1991.
He joined the Faculty of Medicine UKM in November
1991 and went on to pursue his doctorate studies in
1992 and was awarded a PhD in Haematology and
Molecular Biology in 1996 from University of London,
United Kingdom. He has since been actively contributing
to Malaysian academic and research arena, specialising
in molecular biology of cancers and thalassaemia.
Prof. Rahman is a senior consultant and professor of
paediatric haematology and oncology and molecular
biology. He has held numerous national and international
appointments including the project leader for The
Malaysian Cohort, Chairman for the National Stem Cell
Committee for Ethics in Research and Therapy, Chief
Scientist for the Space Science Programme for the
National Angkasawan Programme (2006-2007), member
of the Asia Cohort Consortium and also an editor for the
Journal of Paediatrics and Obstetrics and Gynaecology.
In this interview, Prof. Rahman shares with us his insights
on cancer research and the space science programme, as
well as the challenges faced to setting up an international
class research institute.
Q1. What influenced you to specialise in
paediatric oncology and subsequently PhD
studies in molecular biology?			
When I was a medical officer, I had my first exposure to
children diagnosed with cancer. I immediately saw that
this was a very challenging disease to treat. I decided to
take up paediatrics as my specialisation and the field of
haematology and oncology became my choice of subspecialty. With the desire to understand and be trained
in cancer research, I decided to pursue a doctorate
degree in 1992. I knew that the best environment to
be a clinician scientist would be in the academia hence
I applied to join UKM and was offered a scholarship to
do my PhD. I was lucky as my PhD project involved
looking at gene arrangements and mutations of the RB1
and CDKN2A genes in acute myeloid leukaemia. The
PhD exposed me to various molecular biology and cell
biology techniques.
Q2. You were the Chief Scientist for the Space
Science Programme for the National Angkasawan
Programme (MOSTI) in 2006-2007. Could you
share with us your experiences of the programme?
I must first thank Datuk Dr. Mazlan Othman, the
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N

then Director General of National Space Agency
(ANGKASA) who invited me to join the Space Science
programme back in 2006. I was deeply involved in
the contract negotiations with Russian authorities for
the science experiments which we planned to send
to the International Space Station (ISS) with our
astronaut. The contract for the science experiments
was an important component of the overall contract
for the training of our two candidate astronauts. The
procedures that our scientific team had to go to get
approval from the Russian authorities were highly
technical and challenging. There were 10 sets of
documents which had to be submitted and approved.
As we all know one of the main aims for sending our
astronaut to space was for him to conduct scientific
experiments in the ISS.
As this was the first time Malaysia had an astronaut
in the ISS, he became an overnight celebrity and
unfortunately the space science component had
lesser coverage. Nevertheless all the scientists involved
performed well and all the 5 experiments led by
researchers from UKM (Cancer Cells in Space and
Microbes in Space), UPM (Protein Crystalisation in
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Space) and UiTM (Endothelial Cells and Osteoblasts
in Space) were successful and the results have been
published in various journals. The coverage on the
space science by the media was vastly overshadowed
by the focus on our astronaut, despite the fact that the
requirements, such as the bioethics, safety and security,
hardware integration, experimental design, limitation
of weight and volume, availability of equipments on
the ISS, etc. that needed to be fulfilled for our space
science experiments to be approved, were extremely
demanding. To quote a prominent US space scientist’s
words loosely, if one manages to pass the hurdles of
getting a space experiment approved to be sent to the
ISS, that alone is already a measure of success!

Malaysian scientists have done an excellent job which
ensured the success of the space science programme,
particularly in obtaining the scientific results.

Q4. UMBI is home to the largest biobank
in the country 3 . How does the biobank
contribute to local research scenes?
The biobank is part of The Malaysian Cohort (TMC)
project4 – it is a national resource that we are building
gradually and it is unprecedented by Malaysian
standards. We started recruitment in 2007 and in
September 2012 we concluded our first recruitment
phase at 106,527 participants, way past our target of
100,000 individuals. We collected data on demography,
medical history, family history, environment exposure,
Q3.What were the space science experiments
as well as lifestyle factors including diet and physical
conducted?
activity. Comprehensive biophysical measurements
I actually was given a chance of a trial run by Datuk
were done and also blood tests. Blood and urine
Dr. Mazlan to send the famous nematode i.e.,
were collected and these were processed and stored
Caenorhabditis elegans, to the ISS in collaboration with
in both -80oC freezers and liquid nitrogen tanks for
researchers from the University of Colorado, USA in
future research. As we know, the first and famous
December 2006. This was successful and the worms
cohort study was the Framingham Heart Study (FHS)
(propagated in a liquid medium)
initiated in 1948 that followed
was in the ISS for a total of 7
“The biobank is part of a group of people throughout
months. The results have been
their lives to identify risk factors
reported and published1-2. That
The Malaysian Cohort to heart diseases. The FHS is
gave us a good exposure on
still ongoing by following up
many of the processes involved
(TMC) project – it is a
the children of the original
in sending a space experiment
participants of the study. A
to the ISS although the Russian national resource that we cohort study is excellent in
way of doing things were a bit
identifying risk factors and
different in certain ways. For are building gradually and early biomarkers for diseases
the October 2007 flight, our
– it takes time for events, or
astronaut brought with him 5
it is unprecedented by diseases, to occur. A casesets of experiments. The key
control study is not the best
objective was to study the effects
Malaysian standards”
model although easier and less
of microgravity on organisms
costly to do. A cohort study
and cells focusing on adaptation and also gene
follows the individuals from the time when they are
expression changes amongst others. I was the leader
healthy or asymptomatic to development of diseases.
for experiment on Eukaryotic Cells in Space for which
we sent Jurkat and HepG2 cells. Another experiment
The Malaysian Cohort Biobank follows closely the
which UMBI led was the Microbes in Space where
protocol and standards from the UK Biobank that
two types of bacteria were sent. Prof. Dr. Raja Noor
houses the data and bipspecimens from over 500,000
Zaliha of the Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) led the
individuals. The UK Biobank has conducted a lot
Protein Crystalisation in Space which turned out to
of validation procedures including stability testing
be highly successful. The lipases which she crystalised
of biospecimens or bioanalytes stability and systems
in the ISS had much better resolution compared to
management. The Malaysian Cohort is now in the
the ground controls. The UiTM group sent two cell
follow-up phase and we are repeating the interview,
lines (endothelial cells and osteoblasts) and have also
the biophysical measurements and the blood tests
published the results.
and also storage of blood and urine. There is a huge
potential for many research projects studying changes
Space experiments are highly challenging – the
involving lifestyle, genome, proteome or metabolome
scientists need to ask the right questions in terms of
alterations that occurred within that five-year period
testing the effects of microgravity and radiation, have
and link them to diseases. The Malaysian Cohort (the
the appropriate experimental design, the containment
vast database and the Biobank) is a valuable national
requirements, the non-ideal conditions as compared
resource and the value will certainly increase with time.
to ground experiments, and the limited astronaut time
and resources available to conduct the experiments.
Q5. What are the challenges faced by institutes
A space experiment usually takes around three years
with the Higher Institution Centre of Excellence
to plan and tested on the ground before sending it to
(HICoE) status? 				
space; we planned this in 18 months, and I believe the
The biggest challenge is sustainability. I think the
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“This amount of funding
pales in comparison with
that of, for example, the
Cancer Science Institute
(CSI) of Singapore that was
awarded SGD172 million
grant by their government”

specific to our populations e.g., for colorectal cancer,
we seem to see it occurring relatively younger in Malays
compared to the Chinese. Few nations, if at all, are
motivated to answer such question except us. Also, we
should encourage multi-centre collaborations e.g., among
the local universities with the Ministry of Health as they
treat the largest number of cancer patients nationwide,
and hence possessing huge number of cancer samples.
Besides, we shouldn’t work on too many different cancers
– the government should address the key types of cancers
relevant to us and with the capacity to perform well
internationally, and to prioritise funding for these specific
researches.

government has tried hard to improve local research
arena but our central research funding remains
insufficient. For instance, one cannot expect to
produce a research institute with international prestige
with a mere RM3 million of funding annually. This
amount of funding pales in comparison with that
of, for example, the Cancer Science Institute (CSI)
of Singapore that was awarded SGD172 million
grant by their government at inception in 2008.
Hence, I think the central funding pool for HICoE
institutes needs to be increased significantly and
also to create more research positions – all of the
successful overseas research institutes have a critical
mass of principal investigators (PIs) supported by
a team of postdoctoral researchers, an aspect that
we are lacking due to insufficient funds to sustain
postdoc positions.

Q8. Finally, what are the advices
you
would give to young scientists?
I encourage young researchers to look for opportunities
outside of Malaysia or to obtain a postdoctoral position
overseas. The exposure and the skills acquired in a top
laboratory outside Malaysia will be valuable. I am not
implying that we do not have sufficient number of PIs to
train local talents but when one is trained in developed
countries, one would be exposed to the best in research
with cutting-edge technology. They will also forever
be linked with their supervisors or institutes, and able
to bring back the networking to Malaysia for future
collaborative projects. Finally, young scientists should
not say ‘no’ too early in their career. By taking up various
challenges, sooner rather than later opportunities start to
knock on one’s door, and thus young researchers should
take up the challenges presented to them even if it means
one has to walk the extra mile and work the extra hour.

Q6. Do you think that local researchers
should participate in whole genome
sequencing (WGS) studies on cancers?
I think this is the best time to do this when the cost
of sequencing is much lower than it was before. Our
funding committees must be aware of the trends
in research and genomics medicine is now top of
the list of priorities of many nations. The
way our grant proposals are evaluated needs
to be changed and we need to bring in the
appropriate experts into the panel. If we
do not have Malaysian experts in cancer
or genome research, nearby regional ones
should be recruited to identify truly novel
and worthwhile cancer research projects.
Cancers are very diverse even within the same
subtype, and WGS is crucial in subgrouping
the cancers for targeted therapies. The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) project has finetuned different types of cancer classification
but there is still a gap as many of the samples
are not from this side of the world, a potential
that we should definitely explore.
Q7. What are some of the strategies that
Malaysian cancer researchers should adopt?
We should focus on cancers that matters
in Malaysia and have unique phenotype
S C I E N T I F I C M A L AY S I A N
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Prof. Rahman leading the Cancer Genome Research Team at UMBI, UKM.
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HIGH IMPACT PAPERS BY MALAYSIANS
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1 Prof. Sheila Nathan

Lee, SH, Wong, RR, Chin,, CY, Lim, TY, Eng, SA, Kong, C, Ijap, NA, Lau, MS, Lim, MP, Gan, YH, He, FL, Tan, MW &
Nathan, S (2013). Burkholderia pseudomallei suppresses Caenorhabditis elegans immunity by specific degradation of a GATA
transcription factor. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 110:15067-15072.
Prof. Sheila Nathan and her group are based at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM).

Impact of this work to the society
Prof. Sheila Nathan (SN): Bacterial pathogens use
multiple mechanisms to survive and multiply within
an infected host, including diminishing the host’s
ability to defend itself from pathogenic assaults. We
identified a new immune suppression mechanism
by Burkholderia pseudomallei, the causative agent of
the human disease, melioidosis. Using the worm
Caenorhabditis elegans as the infected host, we analysed
the worm’s gene expression profile in response to
B. pseudomallei infection. We demonstrated that
B. pseudomallei recruits the host’s own degradation
mechanism to specifically degrade the host GATA
transcription factor. This GATA factor is critical for
host immune defense, thus its degradation leads
to suppression of the host’s effective antimicrobial
defense.
Efforts required
SN: The findings presented in this publication
involved over four years of experimental work and
was undertaken in collaboration with Dr. Man-Wah
Tan from Stanford University, USA. To conduct the
experiments involving C. elegans, we established the

C. elegans Research Facility in UKM, the first of its
kind in Malaysia. The facility serves as a repository for
wild type, mutant and reporter worm strains whilst
also housing equipment for culturing worms and
high-end fluorescent microscopes. The facility has
also been utilised in a spin-off project to screen for
molecules with anti-infective properties towards B.
pseudomallei utilising the C. elegans infection model.
What’s next?
SN: The expression profile data featured in this article
proved to be a useful resource for information on
potential worm antimicrobials as well as a source
of biomarkers for assessing bacterial virulence. To
date, our group has identified and characterised
two new potential antimicrobial peptides towards
B. pseudomallei that confer both antibacterial and
host immunomodulation properties. In addition,
we have utilised a worm detoxification enzyme
within a fluorescence reporter worm strain to
identify a potential B. pseudomallei-specific toxin.
The antimicrobial peptides could be an alternative
therapeutic to combat melioidosis whilst the reporter
worm may function as a useful screen for bacterial
toxins.
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Caenorhabditis elegans
A biofilm-forming strain of Burkholderia pseudomallei.

2 Mamduh A. Zabidi

Zabidi, MA, Arnold, CD, Schernhuber, K, Pagani, M, Rath, M, Frank, O & Stark, A (2014). Enhancer—core-promoter
specificity separates developmental and housekeeping gene regulation. Nature, 518:556-559.
Mamduh Zabidi is currently a PhD student in Stark Lab, based at Research Institute of Molecular Pathology, Vienna,
Austria.

Impact of this work to the society
Mamduh Zabidi (MZ): There are thousands of
genes in every genome, and they can be divided
into two large classes: genes that are needed in
every cell (so-called housekeeping genes), and
genes that are only activated in specific cells
(tightly regulated genes). So far, it has been
unknown how the differential control of these
gene classes is achieved.
This study shows that these two gene classes
differ in the characteristics of two key DNA
regulatory elements: promoters (regions upstream
of genes where DNA transcription is initiated)
and enhancers (stretches of the genome that carry
the information about when and where a gene
is to be activated). Moreover, there is mutual
specificity between the two classes of promoters
and enhancers and they are activated by different
protein factors.

two years to complete. The team has been greatly
supported by the excellent infrastructure, in
particular the next-generation sequencing facility
as well as the computational infrastructure at the
Institute of Molecular Pathology (IMP) and the
Vienna BioCenter (VBC).
What’s next?
SN: The team is currently working on several
related projects to follow up on this work and
extend the findings to other systems and species.

These results provide insights on how cells ensure
that only appropriate genes are activated. These
findings might explain certain diseases caused by
gene misregulation, such as cancer.
Efforts required
MZ: This study is a combination of computational
and laboratory bench work, which took about
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Overview of transcriptional regulation.
Source: http://bit.ly/1Gpufb1
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Source: http://bit.ly/1aXwhkr

3 Peng Weng Kung

Peng, WK, Kong, TF, Ng, CS, Chen, L, Yong, H, Bhagat, AAS, Nguyen, N-T, Preiser, PR & Han, J (2014). Micromagnetic
resonance relaxometry for rapid label-free malaria diagnosis. Nat. Med., 20: 1069-1073.
Weng Kung is based at BioSyM, SMART, Singapore. BioSyM.

Impact of this work to the society
Weng Kung (WK): We built an economical, benchtop
magnetic resonance relaxometry (MRR) that could
detect as few as ten Plasmodium parasites in a drop
of blood. Plasmodium parasites are the causative agent
of malaria, an infectious disease commonly found in
tropical countries. By exploiting a waste product of
Plasmodium that serves as a natural magnetic label
for MRR detection, this benchtop system offers
improved sensitivity, speed, and accurate detection of
Plasmodium-infected blood. The small footprint of this
system also makes it cheaper to make in comparison
to traditional magnetic resonance systems. With this
benchtop MRR system, it is possible to screen for
malarial infection within minutes, and without the
hassle of transporting blood specimen to a clinical
setting.
Efforts required
WK: I am very fortunate to be in my current
department and institute, which provide a unique
opportunity to work on basic and translational
research. We started this project four years ago,
working closely with a team from Nanyang
Technological University, who helped with the mouse

model work. With a background in physics and
engineering, I knew almost nothing about malaria
back then, but I was very determined to contribute
my expertise to the biomedical community. Overall,
this multidisciplinary project was made successful by
biologists and engineers.
What’s next?
WK: Our team is currently working on a fielddeployable MRR system that is robust enough to
be used by minimally trained healthcare workers to
diagnose malaria. Another goal of this system is to
be able to detect malarial parasites in asymptomatic
patients, who have the potential to become sources
of future outbreaks.
In addition to this malaria project, I am also involved
in other clinical collaborations involving diabetes and
endometriosis. I am looking forward to set up my
own research group soon to better understand various
diseases and come up with solutions for the issues
surrounding them. My focus within the research
group would be on the engineering aspect–setting
up and fixing the “nuts and bolts” of the research,
and all the way to solving/understanding diseases at
a molecular level.
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First generation system.

Second generation system.

A tiny drop of blood is required for the system.

COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS OR SUBMISSION
OF ARTICLES

Do you have any comments on any of the
articles in this special issue? Or perhaps you have
suggestions for us?
We would like to hear from you and welcome
any comments or suggestions, and submission of
your articles.
Email us at: magazine@scientificmalaysian.com
Photo: Neil Conway/Flickr
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To the Malaysian Scientist…
by Dr. Koay Jun Yi

To the Malaysian scientist abroad:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Who still has trouble getting
used to the incomprehensible
tax system, the weird tenancy
laws, driving on the right side
of the road, or the week’s wait to
get that doctor’s appointment;
Who spends more than 30
minutes a day on Google
Translate in order to understand
her pension forms, the latest
bills, or the cooking instructions
on a pack of instant pasta;
Who salivates every time
her friends share photos of
their nasi lemak bungkus and
assam laksa on Facebook, then
wonders when she can go home
to devour all these again (not
to mention her mom’s cooking
too);
Who misses the spontaneity of
going out to a mamak stall at
2 a.m. in the morning for teh
tarik and roti canai, or going
shopping till 10 p.m. after
work, then wonders how the
locals ever do their shopping
when the malls close at 5 p.m.
and on weekends;
Who has to go to great lengths
to find that halal butcher or
restaurant, and go vegetarian
during departmental lunches;
Who has to endure another
snarky racist comment from a
passerby, or finds herself a target
of xenophobic groups;
Who has doubts if she will ever
get tenure;
Who feels inferior to all
these Ivy League grads in the
department, and wonders if
she will ever reach their level of
expertise;
Who has to deal with long
working hours and bosses
with high expectations in
an academic culture where
spending 80 hours a week on
research is the norm;
Who has to make that difficult
decision to uproot the entire
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•

•

•

•

•

family again to move to another
country for the next contract
job;
Who secretly sheds a tear, when
her daughter mentions yet
again how much she misses her
friends;
Who has had to survive
typhoons, snowstorms,
droughts, bushfires, or political
unrest in countries torn apart by
sectarian violence;
Who still feels guilty that her
spouse had to leave his career
to follow her on this sojourn in
a foreign land;
Who can only watch her friends
and family celebrate Hari Gawai,
Deepavali, Hari Raya Aidilfitri,
or Chinese New Year on Skype,
because she cannot afford to fly
home this year, then has to be
content with watching Petronas
advertisements on Youtube
because there is no one else to
celebrate the occasion with;
Who occasionally wonders if
it is really worth all the trouble
and sacrifice, and if indeed it
would have been better if she
had stayed home;

Keep pressing on!

To the Malaysian scientist at
home:
•

•

•

•

•

Who struggles to find time
to do any research at all,
while juggling an 18-hoursa-week teaching load and
overburdening administrative
tasks;
Who wonders how many more
forms she has to fill to get that
travel reimbursement approved,
and wonders if anyone in the
department really knows what
the actual procedure is after
receiving ten different sets of
instructions from ten different
people;
Who struggles to make ends
meet due to the rising costs
of living, and that stagnant
research assistant salary;
Who has to turn down an
opportunity to take up a
prestigious fellowship abroad,
just so she can spend more time
with her aging parents;
Who returned from a higherpaying job and a more
comfortable lifestyle in a firstworld country, so that she can
give back to her Tanah Air, and
contribute to the development
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•

•

•

•
•

•

of science and education in
Malaysia;
Who feels insulted and
hurt, after another flurry of
comments from know-itall keyboard warriors on an
online news portal, slating our
local scientists and academics
after another dip in Malaysian
university rankings;
Who has to work on an old
computer and with secondrate lab equipment, and who
cannot attend that expensive
conference due to a lack of
funding and the low purchasing
power of the Ringgit;
Who wonders why she still has
to wear formal attire to work in
this day and age, and in this hot
tropical climate;
Who has to grapple with
political interference on many
fronts;
Whose work gets little
international recognition
because it focuses on very local
issues and problems;
Who occasionally casts envious
glances at her colleagues
working abroad, wondering
when that opportunity may
arise, or perhaps if the decision
to come home was the right
one;

Keep pressing on!

To the Malaysian scientist:
•

•

•

Who ignored her parents’
advice to take up medicine,
engineering, law or
accountancy, but instead opted
for a ‘less prestigious’ career in
the fundamental sciences;
Who constantly faces the
pressure to publish or perish,
and wonders if she avoided the
rat race in the industry, only
to end up in the rat race of
academia;
Who realises that her former
classmates working in the
industry are now earning triple
her salary, owning multiple
landed properties, eating in
expensive restaurants and
enjoying vacations in exotic
locales;

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Who feels like no one ever
notices her contributions, partly
because she deals in an obscure
and highly specialised subfield;
Who has had to face continual
rejections, including that paper
she has been revising for the
tenth time, that grant proposal
she has been working on for
the last six months, and the
fifteenth job application she has
submitted;
Who slogs through fields,
swamps and forests, day and
night, for weeks on end, to
collect all the precious data she
will need for her PhD thesis;
Who has to channel all her
energy into suppressing all the
‘-lah’s and ‘-mah’s while giving
presentations at international
conferences to ensure everyone
else can understand her;
Who spends days searching for
that bug in the program code,
checking her calculations again
and again, poring through
hundreds of pages of data, plus
all the other tedious and menial
tasks that come packaged
together with her job as a
scientist;
Who has to handle toxic
chemicals, radioactive isotopes,
killer bacteria or dangerous
heavy machiner y while
conducting her experiments;
Whose research is constantly
being politicised, and has to face
constant abuse and intimidation
by climate-change skeptics and
religious fundamentalists;

•

•

•

Who finds her voice increasingly
drowned out by antivaccination groups, proponents
of alternative medicine, and all
manner of pseudo-scientists
and conspiracy theorists;
Who can never stop thinking
about that nagging research
problem, even at home or
in bed, often even dreaming
about it; who finds it hard to
separate ‘work’ from ‘play’, and
therefore, has a tough time
finding a ‘work-life’ balance;
Who wonders if spending many
years of her life searching for dark
matter particles in underground
mines, observing the mating
behaviors of pygmy fruit bats,
or digging for trilobites at the
foot of a limestone cliff is really
a worthwhile pursuit, at a time
when the world continues to
suffer from economic injustices,
wars, famines, natural disasters,
diseases and other urgent
humanitarian crises;

Keep pressing on!

To the Malaysian scientist who
chose this path:
•
•

•

just so she can pursue her
passion and do what she loves;
just simply because she is
curious, and never grew out of
that child-like wonder at the
world;
just because she loves a good
mystery, and enjoys the thrill
of solving a difficult puzzle;
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•
•

•

just because the unknown excites her like nothing
else can;
just because she believes, perhaps naïvely, that
she can make her short time on Earth count,
and make a small dent in the unfolding story of
human progress;
just to be a part of this amazing human endeavour
called ‘science’, and to inspire others to share in
this exhilarating adventure;

Keep pressing on! Malaysia needs you.

The world needs you, though they may not yet know,
or sometimes easily forget, as they get caught up
with the more important things in life: escalating
conflicts worldwide, oppression and social injustice,
the next general elections, rising costs of living, the
next iPhone release, this season’s Premier League title
race, yet another viral video on Youtube, and the
latest celebrity scandal.
Disclaimer: The author has written ‘she’ as a gender

pronoun for consistency, however this article draws on
the experiences of both male and female scientists, and
is meant to apply to all Malaysian scientists.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
DR. KOAY JUN YI is still a relative newcomer to
the wonderful (and often very challenging) world of
scientific research. Having worked at academic institutions both abroad and at home in Malaysia, he
has concluded that the grass always appears greener
on the other side, no matter how many times one
has crossed over the fence. He is currently a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark, and is craving nasi kandar, banana
leaf rice, and char kuey teow (with extra chili). He
hopes to return to Malaysia for good, once he has
had enough of efficient public transportation, free
healthcare, as well as wearing shorts and sandals to
work in summer. Find out more about Dr. Koay
by visiting his Scientific Malaysian profile at http://
www.scientificmalaysian.com/members/kevinkoay/

ABOUT RESEARCH ENTERPRISE, DID YOU KNOW THAT...
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US$1.9 trillion

of global spending on research and development
(R&D) in 2015

~26 billion

of researcher hours will be spent
by ~10 million researchers in the
world (~0.138% of the world’s
population in 2015)

~1 billion

cups of coffee will be consumed by scientists in the
period of June 2014 to June
2015

In 2015
260,000

PhDs will be
awarded worldwide

2,600,000 patents will 920,000 publications
be filed and 1,200,000
and 470 retractions
will be granted

Source: Zastrow (2014). Nature 517: 12–13; doi:10.1038/517012a
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Engage with Malaysian scientists
worldwide, share knowledge and ideas
Join our network:

www.scientificmalaysian.com
https://twitter.com/ScientificMsian
https://www.facebook.com/scientificmalaysian
https://plus.google.com/u/0/109448324092897722869
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Scientific-Malaysian-4043956
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